Abstract. In order to solve some nonstandard and imprecise problems of non-formal methods, the formalization method based on strict mathematical is put forward software architecture of formalization not only can clearly describe the software architecture style, and makes design of architecture easy to understand and implement. In this paper, using the Z specification language describes the formalization of the pipes-filters architecture style that the pipes-filters model is oriented to data flow.
Introduction
From the recent exploration of software architecture, software architecture is currently largely still based on non-formal research.The non-formal graphs and texts are still the common architecture description in software development, which directly affects the reusability of the system and the description of the interaction between the components and their system. In order to solve this problem, the formal methods is introduced. The formal method [1] is a tool to solve the theoretical study of Computer Science and Software engineering practice related issues, and it is built on rigorous mathematical methods and arguments. Set theory, algebra theory, mathematical logic, structural type theory, programming language theory and other mathematical theories have formed the oretical basis of formal methods. Formal method, as the most rigorous method in current software development, is an important means to improve the security and reliability of software systems. The application of formal methods requires the support of formal specification language.
Z Language
Z language [2] [3] is a kind of typical formal specification language. It is based on first order predicate logic and set theory as the main mathematical foundation and is using the state machine as ∧ ∨ a model. Z language is using the standard logical operators ( , ,¬, etc.) and set operators ∈ ∪ ( , ,∩, etc.) and their conventional definition.
Z language provides the structure of a framework ("schema") and is used to describe a specification state space and operation. Z protocol language is using this schema structure type to represent the architecture style, and its expression form is as follows: schema TypeName{// "TypeName" is a type name the statement part // defined state variables the predicate part // describe the relationships between variables }
The Formalization of Filters
In the pipes-filters system [4] [5] , the filters as a component are the basic unit of data processing, and are used to convert and process data streams. Each filter has an unique identifier ("Filter_id"). Each filter has an input port ("in_ports") and an output port, The system through the 
∧ ∀p:f.
}

The Form
In the transmissio identity("P port In the behavior of the pipelines, the result of a single step operation is that: it will send certain data sequences from the source port of data ("source_ port") to the pool port of data("sink_port"). In the process of removing and sending the data, the order and the content of the data still remain the same, that is, the data in the source port and the pool port is the same. The two filters connected by a pipeline ("p") are the source point filter ("source_filter") and the end filter ("sink_filter").The source port of the pipeline is connected to the output port of the source filter, and the pool port of the pipeline is connected to the input port of the end filter. So we can use "Pipe" and "PipeCompute" to define pipeline in the way of formalization, and its expression form is as follows: schema 
The Formalization of Pipes-filters
The pipes-filters system is composed of a filter set ("Filter") and a pipeline set ("Pipe") where the filter is used as a component, the pipeline is used as a connection, usually one pipeline connects two filters. Each filter and each pipeline has a unique identifier, each are not identical. The filter is an independent entity and not affected by each other. The input port of the pipeline is the output port of the first filter, the output port of the pipeline is the input port of the second filters. The data after the first filter processing enters into the pipeline through the source port of pipeline, flowing out from the pool port of pipeline and finally going into the second filter. The order and contents of data in this process still remains the same. So we can use "System" to define pipeline in the way of formalization, and its expression form is as follows: schema System{ filters: P Filter; pipes: P Pipe ∀f1,f2:filters|f1≠f2 •(f1.in_ports∪f1.out_ports)∩(f2.in_ports ∪f2.out_ports)=￠ ∀p1,p2:pipes|p1≠p2
•(p1.source_port∪p1.sink_port)∩(p2.source_port ∪p2.sink_port)=￠ ∀ ∃ p:pipes • f1,f2:filters •p.source_port∈f1.out_ports ∧p.sink_port∈f2.in_ports ∧f1.alphabets(p.source_port)=p.alphabets ∧f2.alphabets(p.sink_port)=p.alphabets }
Conclusions
The formal methods based on the rigorous mathematical foundation provides a strict and effective way for the design and analysis of model. It can find inconsistencies, ambiguities and errors in the earlier, and effectively reduce design errors and improve the feasibility of the system. The paper uses the formal methods to describe the pipe-filter software architecture and further explains how to use formal language to describe software architecture. It can be seen that formal description can give a precise mathematical model, and the implementation of the algorithm can be described in detail, and the design of software architecture is no longer a non-formal text and graphics.
